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Outline
1. Image contrast in TEM
(a) Mass-thickness contrast (Absorption contrast)
(b) Diffraction contrast
(c) Phase contrast
2. Abbe interpretation of imaging
3. Defocus and Aberrations ¾ transfer function
4. Weak phase object approximation (WPOA) and contrast transfer 
function (CTF)
5. Interpretation of image contrast and determination of structure
6. Image simulation
8. Reference
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Image contrast in TEM
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Function of space
Function of time
Distribution of spatial frequency
Distribution of frequencyºFTIFT
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Electron wave at 
back focal plane
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Fresnel Diffraction

















































p Propagation Factor pz(x,y)
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Propagation of electron wave in crystal
Dz
Multislice Method
¨Transmission through each slice
¨Fresnel diffraction between slices
Multislice Method
¨Transmission through each slice












yn(x,y): Electron wave function at the exit plane of crystalyn(x,y): Electron wave function at the exit plane of crystal
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Electron wave function in image plane
(ideal lens system)
According to Abbe theory
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Fresnel propagation factor over 
distance of U, f, and V, seperately
Trasmission 
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00 qsCr =D Cs : Spherical aberration coefficient
Phase shift in back focal plane due 
to spherical aberration
Factor )exp( 2ci
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Defocus and aberrations
III Chromatic aberration
Faster electrons are brought to a focus 
beyond the Gaussian image plane. 
¨Fluctuations of the acceleration voltage
¨Fluctuation of lens current
¨Fluctuations of the acceleration voltage















D: Standard deviation of Gaussian
distribution due to the chromatic aberration
Envelope in back focal plane )exp( 3c-
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Defocus and aberrations
IV Beam divergence
Paralell incident beam (ideal condition)
Divergence angle a~ 0.5 mrad (real condition)
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Envelope in back focal plane
)exp( 4c-
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Transfer function
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Electron wave function and intensity in the image plane
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Weak phase object approximation (WPOA)
Dz










































For small Dz, m(r)®0 })(exp{)( ziq D-» rr sj Phase object
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)exp(sin III cc - Contrast transfer function (CTF)
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Interpretation of image
Structure image)(21)(







Only for thin crystal (WPOA) and the focus value close to Scherzer focus, 
the contrast of HREM image can be interprated as crystal structure up to 
point resolution. 
In general, the black or white dots in HREM image DO NOT correspond 
to atoms or atom groups.
!
Si [110] image by JEM-2010 FEG electron microscope with different defocus values
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Structure determination
¨ Go back from image(s) to structure
Through-focus images Exit wave Structure
Deconvolution method Projected potential j(x,y)
Thin crystal and defocus 
value can be obtained
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Image simulation
How to calculate exit wave? ¾ ¾Multislice method
Crystal model
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: Electron wave function after nth slice)(rny















NN ppppqqqq *****= LLy
Electron wave function after N slices can be written as:















46.08 69.12 92.16 115.20 138.24
Si [110] simulated images
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